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Letters to the Editor Sept. 20

Winery vote a sad commentaryWinery vote a sad commentary
ANDREW R. HOLGUIN, Manager, Old Creek
Ranch Winery
The Holguin Family’s Old Creek Ranch
Winery’s Appeal to the Ventura County Board
of Supervisors on Sept. 17 was a sad
commentary on the state of land-use
management in Ventura County and
representative of why Ventura County has
only one rural winery, while our friends in
Santa Barbara have more than 300.
We were there to appeal the Planning staff
efforts to close down our winery. They have
been spreading lies and distortions about our
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operation, which we were prepared to dispute
with the truth. The county staff was allowed
to spend over an hour presenting their case;
we were given 15 minutes. When confronted
with the unfairness, Board Chair Supervisor
Steve Bennett did not care. In the end, it did
not matter because the board had already
made up its mind and never listened to a
word of our presentation or asked a single
question.
Bennett additionally tried to paint us as bad
actors by saying that we are running an
unsafe operation because we do not have a
secondary exit at the ranch, but when pointed
out that we do have secondary exits — in fact
we have four — it did not matter. They ignored
our attempt to correct the record and
continued to insinuate that we ran an unsafe
operation, but could not give other examples
because they had none.
We refuse to be pushed around by the county
with its lies, distortions and
mischaracterizations, which are all designed
to force us into accepting conditions on the
winery that would make it impossible to
operate in a meaningful way. We will be
taking this matter to the courts in the coming
months. If you’d like additional information
on our fight, please visit our web page
(oldcreekranch.com). We, the Holguin Family,
would like to thank all our supporters.
 

Pitch in to make Ojai even saferPitch in to make Ojai even safer
BRIAN BRENNAN, Ventura
A series of free disaster preparedness classes
for the Ojai Valley — the Community
Emergency Response Team (CERT) program —
educates volunteers about
disaster preparedness for the hazards that
may impact their area, and trains them in
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basic disaster response skills, such as fire
safety, light search and rescue, team
organization, and disaster medical
operations.
The program will start on Thursday, Oct. 3,
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. and will continue for
five consecutive Thursdays through Nov. 7
with a final drill scheduled for Saturday, Nov.
16.
The classes will be held at the Oak View Park
and Resource Center, 555 Mahoney Ave., Oak
View.
There is a minimum of 25 participants
needed. Enroll by emailing
Steve.Bennett@Ventura.org with “CERT” in
the subject line, with name, address and
contact phone number or call 805-654-2703.
Brian Brennan is the senior executive aide for
District 1.
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